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14. Beauty’s Fury in Goodness

    Moral ugliness. Is it possible to be evil without ever having performed an evil act? There are personalities that seem to breathe evil without having set a foot wrong in their lives  is such a thing possible? even though they spread a blight around them like a poisonous smell? even though the evil they emit is involuntary? is it possible to be evil without knowing it? is it possible to be evil when endowed with good will and generosity and kindness and love? to devastate whole lives out of –– well –– goodness?

    Our reaction to moral ugliness: anger, indignation, outrage, psychic revulsion. Like other sensitivities, our moral sensitivity can fade, almost disappear: I no longer feel irate when I see the daily tragedies of the evening news, pity and terror at the endless pain gazing through the little window in the box on my bookcase; I no longer register any reaction at all; I watch apathetically the rush of images, some touching me for a moment, most not, few if any of them leaving an afterimage in memory, merely the impression of a slightly nervous blur. Sometimes I see people on the street in the same way  as nervous, busy images, without coherence or weight or being. Hardly alive. How can I possibly care for anything so insubstantial? How can I believe in it?
    It is like losing the sense of taste or smell. The world has gone suddenly flat, populated by shadow puppets enacting revenge tragedies of the dead.
						
    And yet whenever I hear of an act of heroism (for such actions do occur, however rarely)  or see one depicted convincingly (ah, there’s the rub!) in film, on stage –– I am more deeply moved than by the most beau-tiful object I have ever seen. I find myself brought up short, taken aback, my blood tingles, my eyes tear. Somehow, somewhere, a human being has conquered our natural tendency to think of ourselves first, second, and last; has put another human being’s happiness, well-being, even life, before his own, before her own. The moral miracle has happened: goodness no longer seems impossible; it even seems natural, almost easy – something one could do oneself. With a little effort. If attention were paid. And one concentrated. And had faith. And acted as if one felt as in fact one does feel –– that it will “work out,” must “work out,” of course it will, it can’t not, it is simply waiting for us to wake up to it, to take it in our arms and love it for what it is: the acme of beauty.

    Could we see it for what it is, beyond the eyes of the day. But is that ultimately possible? Don’t the eyes of the day always win?
					
    (Enthusiasm’s faith catches skepticism’s doubt, the generous warmth is banked by a defensive chill.)
						
    Moral beauty versus physical beauty: the beauty of a Mother Teresa, working for decades among the poor and sick, the wretched of the earth, versus the physical beauty of, say, a catwalk model, radiant and regal and insistently generous to all who see her. The one requires a complicated, almost bookkeeper-like working out: one has to re-enact the motive and the deed, from inside, re-imagine each action and feeling almost a moment at a time; whereas the other is a physical reflex, so powerful that most people have no defense against it and only build one up over years, even decades, if ever. The appreciation of moral beauty is learned, requires large stocks of physical vitality, and is forgotten easily– –– is often at its keenest in late adolescence, degenerating by middle age. It is one result of a society completely secure in its power, with a rooted culture few in the society question (few question success, anyway), of an education that has known personal success for the most part; known ease and happiness, with few stumbles into fail-ure, and none with serious consequences, painful as they may have been at the time; and of a personality kind and generous and open-hearted almost to a fault –– empha-tically optimistic, expecting for itself and others success and joy as a natural birthright –– all of which suddenly come up against a wall of ice and stone, massive, broad, high, made up of pointless and random suffering, im-mensely cruel punishments for minor infractions, and personal frustrations building toward ever more remote resolutions; and we yell in indignant outrage at what, deep inside us, we refuse to believe has to be: suffering without point and without equity and without end, and meaningless life and death.
    Faced with such moral horror, we suddenly understand what “the good” means: it is what we have taken for granted all our lives. And some of us develop a life-long passion for it, become addicted to moral beauty; some even become saints, half-godlike figures of a radiant, profound, almost frighteningly beautiful goodness.

	The sense of moral beauty, though based on the experience of injustice and therefore, in that sense, reac-tive, is rooted in the experience of physical beauty: we first believe the beautiful to be inherently good, the beautiful woman or man to be understanding and loving, the beauty of nature to be the sign of a basic kindheartedness in nature. It is only later that we gauge moral beauty by different standards –– indeed, sometimes go as far as to denounce physical beauty as a distraction from the pursuit of goodness. But the languages of goodness vary and are ambiguous and need interpreting, whereas the language of beauty –– of physical beauty –– speaks with the directness of two pairs of eyes meeting across a room. Goodness is an abstraction to which we owe perhaps our deepest alle-giance, but no one has ever seen it, naked and pure. Beauty is the untrustworthy sign on earth of the transcending power of the good. Goodness, born of beauty, begins to distrust beauty, begins to distrust its own signs, to distrust itself, to lose itself in boundless self-conflict, once its link to beauty is severed. Beauty then becomes, not the face of God pressed against the fabric of the world, but a claw that tears through it.

15. The Altar of the Loins

	Beauty meets sex in the crux of the human body –– when we fall in love, it is with a particular body inhabiting a certain space at a certain time; when we want to have sex with a given person, it is because we desire the touch of that body. It is no longer enough just to see this beauty; we want to blend with it, take part in it, in some sense become it. In some sense, destroy it. 
	Sex wants to overthrow the thing it loves –– in this sense, sex and love are at odds, sex the shadow of love. It is as though sex, while supplying love with its dynamism, at every moment threatens to tear it to pieces. The genitals conflict with the ego, the genes use the self for their own ends, which are simple reproduction in the Darwinian struggle for dominance and survival; the self's hardest work is to bend the gene to its will –– forcing even sex to obey the self's command, to build, not a dungeon of unfulfill-ment and denial (the puritan's way), but a palace of subli-mation, the discovery of the deep happiness of the world, its inescapably sacred mysteries. The glory of the human being is to know truth, to create beauty, and to do good, and our reward is to be content with the world and our life in the world, ourselves, and each other; even to love them, sometimes despite themselves! But to accomplish all of this we need to gain sovereignty over both the body and the psyche, without impairing either. 
	How much of the history of society has been the record of the self's struggle for such sovereignty –– of its failures, compromises, and occasional dubious victory? And what beauty is there in that victory –– can we see one? is one there?

	Sex, beauty, and the pursuit of integrity: if beauty “decenters” us, sex can tear us from ourselves, tear us to pieces, trample on us, and leave us for dead as it moves on to its next victim. If beauty exalts the self even as it reflects something greater than the self, sex is ever in danger of negating the self –– sex is the power in us that shows us in unmistakable terms that we are not ultimately in control of ourselves or our lives, indeed we do not “own” ourselves or anything in our lives (the carnival of capitalism and the American way notwithstanding): this is why it is humiliating, and why sexual desire offers one of the two greatest challenges to the self, to the sovereignty and integrity of the ego. The other being, of course, death.

	One of the ego's strongest defenses against sex's power is the displacement into beauty: the beautiful moment is the moment of balance of the self and its world, when its forces are held in its hand without constraint: the detachment of sexual desire into beauty's dance diffuses and controls its energy. The hieros gamos of beauty and its makers: indeed, any marriage, any romance, is such a dance of beauty between its partners –– the energy of each is renewed by the other in an alternating flow, a relay of giver and receiver. Each breathes life into the other.
	Until they feel themselves flying apart, as on a flywheel propelled too fast, flinging parts of itself lethally around a room. And the engine snaps and the wheel jams and stops and the mechanism self-destructs and the two of us stand there in shock before one another, frozen, dead, unable to begin anew.
						
	The wholeness of the self –– its integrity –– is both attacked and reinforced in the siege of the beautiful moment. Beauty diffuses the ego in joy; it exists for the ego in that joy, it is a celebration of the self's happiness in a fulfillment that is also a dissolution and dispersal. The beautiful object –– that crystallization of the moment –– is enthroned, and also enthrones the viewer. The world turns on the hub of the moment, and the grace of love between them ones them.
					
	These balances, like all such that are both delicate and vibrant with impetuous energy, cannot, of course, be kept, and in the end beauty loses its hold and slides into exhaustion and indifference. The self can make the mis-take of trying to hold onto it (like a favorite song heard too often), but the effect is only disgust: the beauty has long vanished and what is left is a blank wall pocked with frustrated dents.

	“What should I do when beauty –– when happiness –– slips from my grasp?” “Open your hands completely, let it fly from your arms. Perhaps it will look back and regret the lost warmth –– but only if you look indifferent to it, only if you keep your eyes averted and your arms open at your sides; only if you allow the next moment to slip in.”

	The question about the integrity of the self fits the discussion of moral beauty: we pause, and admire (no Horace for us, with his nil mirari: we say, whoever cannot admire cannot love, and whoever cannot love is only half alive; he, or she, merits pity –– but are we right about that, after all?), we pause before the act of courage and honesty whose price is sometimes life itself, and admire its hard, diamond-like beauty (its “sublimity,” in the words of Burke or Kant), it takes our breath away, we fall in love with goodness. Christ's power lies partly here: the cruel death of a saintly man who bears his truth and goodness with him even as he dies before our mind's eye. As a child, I fell in love with the beauty of his goodness, the drama of his end, his beauty in death, even more than with his supposed resurrection: I could in the end doubt the resurrection –– I could never doubt the death. How many are won to Christ more by his death than by his life?

16. The Unrolled Stone

	The beauty of death: the thing least beautiful of all things is, without losing its terribleness, transfigured into joy. And what is the magic potion that does this? Pity. And behind the pity? The serenity of the faithful, the saved. Those of us outside that circle find it hard to reach that serenity and, thus, that pity. The terribleness of death is simply terrible, without mitigation, its beauty a cruel fraud, if the indifference and purposelessness of stone and air can meaningfully be called “cruel.”
	Beauty as deceiver, as con man, trickster, way-layer, seducer, thief. Mugged by beauty, I gladly gave it all my money. And, where I thought I had been investing, discovered myself the next day bankrupt. Where I thought I had been saved. Thought I would be granted immortal life, even more, eternal joy. Thought I would be resurrected. But everyone fell around me, and none came back, though many had “Alleluia” or “Amen” on their lips. The air grew calm and the sky, blue and empty, opened above my head like a pair of hands out of which clouds appeared like doves, magical and mysterious, forever new and never to return.

17. None Ever Before or Again 

	The uniqueness of responses to beauty: no two are alike, our feelings are molded around a unique object, at a unique moment –– the brief moment of a glance across the room, the long moment of a happy romance. Ah, yes (we think –– no, we’re certain), happiness is possible. And it meets one to one: each one's happiness is uniquely his own, her own; and when it is complementary, mutual, a flux of tides and weave of interleaving currents, it is love. Only you, says love to beauty. All of you, says beauty to love.

	Beauty is aristocratic: it mocks the pretensions of democracy, it is the living disproof of equality and a conqueror of the mob's envy; though the democrat might resent the wealthy and hate the powerful, even he is disarmed by beauty –– he needs the puritan to prove to him, periodically, of beauty's duplicity and faithlessness, to drive him to iconoclasm, from which he wakes up on the morning of the following era ashamed and naked before himself, under the dawn's overpowering radiance.
	Yet the democrat and the puritan are not entirely wrong: virtue is no fool, and beauty, despite her angelic look, the splendor of heaven that falls on every side of her, weighs heaven and hell equally in her perfect hands, and tosses either of them at a whim into your open and trusting arms.
	Without which brutal unpredictability, she would not have half her power.

18. The Maze of Venus

	Even moral beauty is suspect morally: how often does the beautiful deed not have bitter consequences? And yet the deed is beautiful, is, in itself, good –– generous, brave, honest, unself-regarding. And leads to disaster and horror and bitterness and misery and hatred and fear –– to greater fear for the future and a sterile nostalgia for the past. How judge it, given the unpredictable life of ultimate consequences? Yet how not adore the soul that chances it –– even if suspecting? How resist the crazy glory of gambling an entire life on a single, generous, insanely unrealistic impulse?
					
	I find a beauty of humility and a beauty of pride, a beauty of strife and one of tranquility, a beauty of desire and another of fulfillment –– all facets of that strange joy that stands away from me, and beckons. . . . 
	
	At times I am greedy for beauty –– it becomes more than a desire, it is a drive, a starvation, I am impatient with ugliness, I can't stand the homeliness of the street I live on. It’s as though everything hurt my eyes, and I need soothing, caressing, enchantment, hope: I become softened and can barely tolerate walking in my own shoes. I have been, in a sense, too happy, and the result is a magnification of any pain that comes –– a nuisance becomes an offense, an irritation a mania. Beauty can spoil and rot her votaries: she demands everything for the bonfire of her pleasure.

	Surfeit of beauty: like an addiction to a drug –– each hit of the drug does less than the last to give a high, until it gives no high at all but merely keeps you from misery, and then not even that, it causes your misery, warps you, feeds you to the rats in your hallucinated cell.

	Beauty as danger, as Siren. Beauty as warning –– of the limits of the earth at its boundary of rocks and darkness, of the limits of the self, of one's own being, of the ultimate powerlessness, the central impotence, of the ego –– beauty can steal you from the rudder of yourself and drown you in her insatiable tides. . . .
						
	Yet even more than beauty itself, the memories of beauty, its long dead moments, themselves fading, leaving little rips and tears in the mind, nostalgia for them, a barely perceptible memory of the joy they no longer give, the hope that leads to its own loss. And we backpedal furiously, foolishly, till we learn that gone means gone indeed. And we fade back into the present, into the sharp pebble against the skin, and behind it a void, and around that void another void, and outside that void another still, unpeeling like an onion, it seems, without end, into which the present pebble eventually falls and out of which another forms, pinching or pleasing another, or the same, patch of flesh. Over and over, like the flickering of a fire among the camp stones. And we grit our teeth and wait. And find we are never, ever, wrong. For, just as with the pebble, beauty will come again, always the same and unique. The moment that embodies perfectly the self and its relations to the fluid anarchies of the world cannot be far off, it is on its way, pressing toward you, moving through the crowd, flying in mind into your arms, in haste and carrying its message, it is already passing the north farm. . . . 
					
	So the lover tells himself, alone in his room dreaming of his beloved, who is out betraying him somewhere, as he knows but refuses to believe.
	Where is love? In the pit opening onto the night of beauty, there is an ember answering the stars' fire. The professor, in her essay mentioned in the note, tells us that beauty makes us want to copy it.
	 But why copy it? We wish to copy it in order to possess it, and we wish to possess it in order to be it - forgetting that our joy in beauty comes from our difference, our distance, from the beautiful thing as much as from our sense of identity with it: the saddest part of being a beautiful woman is that she can enjoy her own beauty only in snatches and indirectly –– in photographs, film, video, the subtle duplicity of the mirror, the blank awe in the faces of her admirers: she can never bask in it directly, as we can, who merely love her. But to love another is to wish, at one and the same time, to contemplate and be that other, to hold it firmly in one's arms, to possess it, to stop it, to stop time itself. But beauty only exists in time and vanishes with time, and thus always seems to disappoint us: we cannot hold, stop, possess, be it; it is there only to be lost.
						
	The curse of beauty. Imagine being the “observed of all observers” but never understanding the reason for all these eyes watching you, for one simple reason: you cannot see your own beauty. You attract people like flies, they surround you, buzz and hover and linger, looking for a place to land, bite, and attach themselves to you as to a dependable source of nourishment, a rotting banana, a green piece of meat, they form a layer between you and the sun, they fight each other, bite and stab and elbow and knee, jealous, rancorous, hungry, insecure, awed, wanting a piece of you on which to feed, starving, crowding over you in thick layers in the hot glare. They're crazy, you think, the world's gone off its head, what’s gotten into them, why won't they leave you alone? But the world won't leave you alone, and you will never know why. The beautiful woman, when she looks in a mirror, does not see a beautiful woman: secretly, she sees an ugly waif of thirteen, all gawk and pimple, with flab at her hips and grotesque little lumps on her chest: her beauty, invisible to her, at best a malicious rumor, drives the world crazy with hope and desire, and she will never “get it.” For her, her beauty is a lie and a curse, and she a deceiver and witch. And the world's irrational obeisance becomes grounds for con-tempt. “If only they knew,” she thinks, bitterly, regretfully, “if only they weren't so easily fooled. The idiots . . . Or if only I really were beautiful, like . . . like . . . ” and she sorts through memories of photographs she has seen of a famous model in a recent magazine, “like her. . . .” 
						
	Or merely beauty's distraction: you have something important, vital, to do, it must be done immediately, now. And you are racing to your task when a beautiful shape suddenly appears before you –– “Not now, please.” Silence on the other side. A sly smile. “Not now! Please!” She doesn't move. “Please, I have . . .” She doesn't say anything, she simply stands there, a shining in her eyes, a shadow between her lips. She cannot be blamed for, well, existing, can she? “Please . . . plea . . .” Of course not. After all, she –– Beauty –– merely is. She hasn't done anything . . . “ . . . oh . . .” . . . wrong . . . “ . . . ah . . .” . . . yet . . .
					
	Love, evoked by beauty, is the danger caused by beauty, because love wants to hold what can't be held. It sometimes brings catastrophe when its desire to hold on is denied. Love does not fade with beauty but lingers on like an afterimage in the eye, the flickering of a candle in the retina after the candle has been blown out. And we raise our hands to its glow, but it is gone, and light and warmth are no longer there, our hands open to cold and darkness, and nothing fills them or weights them.
	Love is hypnotized by beauty. Morality insists that love wake up from the hypnosis of beauty, but love, like Sappho, revolts against the loss of its joy –– it would rather drown in the sea of its desire.

19. Beauty and Its Other

	Who is this being one loves, what is this beauty that is evoked beyond joy? That love is pain is an old discovery, renewed in each life and always immediately forgotten. When I think of my past loves, I remember such a blending of joy and pain I can barely distinguish them. And there is beauty in the pain, itself, of love –– that is part of what is baffling about it. She stands, all radiance and light, far off, turning from you, her back a wall of cold. And that very turning, that denial, that rejection of you, itself fascinates, both humiliates and exacerbates your pride. You will not be so easily defeated – but it is too late, you already are. You will win her back, though you know the attempt is futile, the judgment final. And you throw yourself into the siege of the phantom city.
					
	Beauty as memory. The dazzlement fades into twilight. The fire dies. The sun pulls the sky with it beneath the horizon. Points of light above our heads race away from us into a vast blackness. We cannot really remember it. I cannot really remember it. Remembering it is already a defeat. Beauty depends on surprise, and how can I remember surprise?
	And so love becomes a memory of itself, a series of habits drained of significance – signs without a vocabulary. I look up from my daydream –– she is gone, maybe has never been there at all. The world becomes a palimpsest of memories of her ghosts. And in the eyes of her ghost I see, in return, the same disappointment: I have become the ghost of love. Ghost to ghost, we shake our heads, bewildered. Where did you go? Where did you go? We check in the closet, under the coffee table, underneath the bed, but we aren’t there either. Maybe we were given away inadvertently to Good Will.
–
	And so I have retreated from love and its con-fusions to gaze once more, as when a child, at the cool beauty of the world. Its very indifference is belied by its beauty –– –or– so it seems –– and as long as it is beautiful, its indifference indeed is so belied. For beauty and love, I have found, are twins, each the enchanted mirror of the other, each the god of the other, forever raising the stakes of each other's adoration, –of happiness, in an endless divine game of cunning and chance. The sweep of the wind through the trees calls up a whispering, a kind of echo, within you; the glittering expanse of sea under a rising moon like a great dagger laid out on the ocean from sea edge to earth's edge beckons you down its blinding road; the jumble of wildflowers in a corner of a park; the hummingbird pausing and sucking up sugar water on a back porch; a throw of shadow within the loggia of an old world palace; the stained-glass luminescence captured for a moment in the shadowy corner of a cathedral; a picture in a book in a square of sunlight; a wild tune on a car radio in a rush of wind through a speeding window; a line of words on a white page echoing with music and light; the tearing up and constant changing of the clouds – those emblems of being, ever drifting into nothing that unfolds again into new changing, into nothing; a shaft of sun cutting through the air like the foot of an angel – these say no more than they mean, promise no more than they say, appear and vanish like the wave of a hand; I am given no more than I can bear; through these breaks and rips in the texture of the world, I can see the brightness of grace like the stars hanging above me when I stop my car on a snowy road in winter and open the door and step into that darkness, that radiance. . . .
					
	The child of the moment is a sudden gift. It is the unlacing of a knot. It is the opening of a path through tangled brush. It is the discovery of a panel that leads to a secret passage in a house you thought you completely knew, a house that could hold no surprises for you. It is a welcoming into adventure, a reward – and also a testing – of your faith. 

	The work of beauty is the child of love, though it lasts no longer (either work or child, beauty or love) than the time it takes to turn a page. Than the time it takes to fall asleep in the darkness and snow.


Note

1.	  Elaine Scarry, On Beauty and Being Just, 1999, Princeton University Press. Various terms annotated in this essay will be found, with discussions on special usages and connotations as used here, in this book. 

								
							    			   	        For W.J.M.


